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Dear members,

With the PSNJ elections over and a new term beginning I 
would like to thank all of you, our society members, for your 
vote of confidence and support, for your involvement and 
participation in our programs and exhibitions, and for your 
added content to our newsletter and social media. I would 
also like to thank the PSNJ Board team for their dedication, 
devotion, enthusiasm and hard work which make the PSNJ a 
viable organization. Together, members and board, we make 
our society the strong and thriving pastel society that it is. 

Those of you who took the time to answer our recent 
questionnaire indicated an interest in a critique program/
group, more plein air events (how about spring next time?), 
lectures on the business side of art and an annual party. We 
appreciate your input and will work towards expanding our 
programs. 

Looking ahead to spring we have two exhibitions, one at 
the Mayo Performing Art Center, the other at the Watchung 
Art Center, as well as the General Meeting in Madison. We 
still have vacancies in the Hospitality Committee so if you 
are willing to help with any of these events please step 
forward. Also vacant are the board positions of Treasurer 
and Recording Secretary. If you are experienced with either 
balancing a check book or taking minutes please consider 
joining the board. We need you.  

Wishing you a happy holiday season and a wonderful and 
creative new year!

Michal Barkai, President
Pastel Society of New Jersey

January2017
Special Fall-Holiday Showcase 
    Berkshire Hathaway - Home Services 
    7S. Livingston, Avenue, Livingston, NJ
     Pick-up:      
     Tues., Jan. 10, 2017; 10am-11:30am

1/22 – Peer Critique meeting (Snow 2/5)

Febraury 2017
Newsletter Contributions 
    Deadline 2/10/17

April 2017
First Bi-Annual 
Juried Signature Members Exhibition 
       4/11/17 to 5/16/17 
      Mayo Performing Arts Center

Twelfth Annual Members Exhibition
4/1-30 Watchung Arts Center

4/30 General Meeting, 
       Madison Community House.  
      Demonstrator: Judy Leeds
July 2017
7/17 – additional demo, Debra Stuart 

September 2017
Welcome Back membership party 
tentative
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Sunday, October 23, 2016
General Meeting

Demonstrator - 

http://www.elleneagleportraits.com/

The demo by Ellen Eagle on October 23, 2016, was 
well received.  She continued work on a portrait of her 
husband that she had started as a demo for another 
group.  This was fitting, as she works very slowly, 
adding layers line by line with sharpened Nupastels 
and slightly softer pastels as well.  She demonstrated 
the technique of squinting and using a mirror to gain 
perspective on her work and to guide her for the 
next steps.  The most impressive aspect of her demo 
was the way she talked about relating to her model 
and applying each stroke to her paper with care and 
affection.  To me it seemed like she was caressing the 
model with each stroke of her pastel.  My impression 
is that she works the same way with any model, and 
not just her (very patient) husband.  - Margaret Cohen 

Ellen Eagle tends to use mostly Nu Pastels (unbroken), sharpened 
by a straight edge razor, Rembrandt’s and Sennelier.  She works 
from hard to soft pastel as well as dark to light.  Her touch is light, 
holding the unbroken pastel at the end, using an even pressure.  
Does mostly crosshatching.  She doesn’t use pastel pencils, as at 
the time she started painting, the pastel pencils were not very 
good.  Art Spectrum is one of the papers Ellen uses as well as 
Illustration board that she coats and then sands to get an even 
grit.  For her demonstration, Ellen continued a portrait of her 
husband, Gordon, which she had begun previously during a 
demonstration for the PSA.   -Caroline Klein
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PSNJ Newsletter:  Featured Volunteer:  
  Marita Lindlau, PSNJ

I'm honored to be invited to participate 
in the volunteer profile in our December 
newsletter.  

Marita

 I first heard about The Pastel Society of New Jersey through Alex 
Piccirillo with whom I studied pastels.  I joined in the early years 
and volunteered to help hang shows with Louise Woodcox and other 
members. Always fun working together and solving the best way to 
present a pleasing composition of many colorful creations!

A long time member of The Art Centre of NJ, I attend their Open 
Studios at Riker Hill to work from Portrait and Life models.  I teach 
a class of adults for The Bloomfield Art League called "The Art of 
Drawing" which now includes pastels.

continued next page
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PSNJ Newsletter:  Featured Volunteer(continued)

Drawing has been my first love that I've been doing as far 
back as I can remember.  Now I find that adding the brilliance 
of pastels and the many expressive ways they can be used 
exciting. My subject matter is mostly Portraits and Figures.  
Capturing the likeness and mood of people of all ages forever 
fascinates me!  

The pastels I use are Nupastels, Rembrandt soft pastels and 
Carb-Othello Pastel Pencils.  I prefer to work on Canson Mi-
Teintes pastel paper using the smooth side.  I begin with a 
detailed drawing in charcoal pencil, mapping in shadow and 
light areas.  Working lightly laying in color and building up 
to the finish with soft Rembrandts, I find I don't need to use 
fixatives.

A graduate of The Newark School of Fine 
and Industrial Art majoring in Illustration, 
I continued to take classes and workshops at 
Parsons School of Design and The Montclair 
Art Museum among others.  I am proud to be 
a Signature Member of PSNJ, to be able to make 
time for Art in my life and share my love of Art 
with my students.  It's an ongoing adventure with 
always more discoveries to be made!
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Several PSNJ members showed up for this 
paint out at the Paterson Falls.
It was a gorgeous day, and although the 
water level was modest it was still a great 
pleasure (and challenge) to paint.

Annual plein air event : October 2016

Great Falls National Historical Park 
Paterson, NJ.

Photographed are, from left to right, Michal 
Barkai, Marisa Picardo and Karene Infranco.

The artwork, from 
left to right, is by 
Marisa Picardo, 
Michal Barkai, and 
Karene Infranco.

Details of Michal Barkai’s painting:
“Early Fall, Paterson Falls”, en plein air    
Pastel on Pastel Premeir sanded paper    16x12
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RITA RIEKSTINS FEENEY

My artwork is largely inspired by the excitement of 
color that I find alive in florals and other vivid displays 
of shapes in nature. In my loose abstract florals, bold 
colors are complemented by the use of texture in 
different media. I often reference photos for shapes, 
but rely on my inherent sense of color to illustrate 
emotion. Splashy watercolors or acrylics form my 
underpaintings, which begin non-objectively. Then, 
through the use of pastel, my floral shapes are found, 
which capture the viewer’s eye and imagination. I have 
always strived to maintain a balance between usage of 
striking color and docile sensitivity in my still lives, 
florals, and landscapes. I usually use Wallis Paper and 
a variety of pastels, including Nupastel, Rembrandt, 
Ludwig and Sennelier

Although I sometimes depend on watercolors 
as underpaintings of my pastels, more recently I 
have found myself instead bringing my watercolor 
works to their own fruition. For myself, I feel that 
watercolor presents a transparent and challenging 
medium that so perfectly reflects the nature of the 
outdoors. Pleinair painting has evoked a sense of 
exuberance, freedom and happiness that I believe is 
represented in my work.  It has taught me to open my 
eyes to the many different shapes, depth and colors, 
which we often take for granted when we look at a 
two-dimensional image of a subject or landscape. 
Working outdoors allows me to fully immerse 
myself into my work and envelope myself in my own 
colorful world.

PSNJ Newsletter:  Featured Volunteer

continued next page
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As for my background, in 1976 I received a BFA 
degree from Syracuse University, majoring in 
Textile Design. This led me to a very fulfilling 
and creative career designing for wallcovering, 
home fashion, and apparel industries. My 
professional development consists of more than 
22 years in the industry. 

As an award-winning Signature Member of the Pastel 
Society of New Jersey, I have been showing in group 
exhibitions locally and in the surrounding area. Various 
collectors have added my artwork to their private 
collections. In addition, I am an active member of the 
Livingston Art Association, the Essex Watercolor Club, 
the Millburn-Short Hills Art Center, and also the Visual 
Arts Center in Summit, New Jersey. 

For a collection of my work, please visit my Facebook page, “Rita Riekstins-Feeney Art”.  
https://www.facebook.com/rita.riekstins.feeney.art/?ref=br_tf

PSNJ Newsletter:  Featured Volunteer(continued)
RITA RIEKSTINS FEENEY
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Exhibitions Update - Anita Gladstone, Exhibitions Chair
As a reminder, the exhibit at Berkshire-Hathaway is still up.  Remind your friends that they can stop by to 
look for a unique gift.  We also recently heard from Berkshire-Hathaway that they sold Denise Bobinski’s 
painting, “Ptown”.  Congratulations, Denise!

We have two exhibits upcoming in the spring.  First is our Annual Open Members Exhibit.  We are happy 
to announce that the 2017 exhibit will be held in April at the Watchung Arts Center in Watchung.  It is a 
nice open space that is also used for musical events, yoga and similar functions.  We are also holding our 
first Signature Members Juried Exhibition at the Art Upstairs Gallery at the Mayo Performing Arts Center 
in Morristown.  This exhibit will overlap the other running mid-April to mid-May.  Jurors are still to be 
determined for both exhibits.  Keep an eye out in your email and on the PSNJ website for more information.

NEWS For FACEBOOK USERS!
The PSNJ has a new Facebook page for its members. Join in and post your news and 
paintings for your colleagues to see. We can now share what we do with each other.

Just sign in on Facebook, go to “PSNJ Members” 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1733598626860686/?fref=nf

Save the Date
What:                         Peer Critique Meeting
When:                        Sunday, January 22, 1-3PM         
Snow Date:               Sunday, February 5, 1-3PM         
Where:                      56 West Lawn Rd., Livingston, NJ
Hosted by:                Michal Barkai
RSVP by:                    Tuesday, 1/17         (snow date rsvp by 1/31) 
                                     973-994-7449, mbarkai1@comcast.net
Bring:                         0-2 pastel paintings, any stage; constructive attitude; good spirit
Limited to:                5-15 participants    
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11th Annual Juried Exhibition- Crane’s Mill’s Koether Gallery.  

Best in Show - 
Jacqueline Meyerson

"Basket Case"

President's Award of Excellence-
Jeanette Hershkowitz

Exit

Juror Comments by Susan M. Story, PSA

“Best In Show” - #30, Baskets
The painting of the baskets is a very strong 
statement. A lot of time and attention went 
into the drawing of the individual baskets using 
different values, tones and shades to create the 
textures and subtle light. A strong background 
color and contrasting dark shadows give the 
baskets depth and adds definition and drama 
to the composition. I was immediately drawn to 
the unusual circular composition that bring the 
eye around and in and out like the very weaving 
of the baskets. The imperfection in the bushel 
basket shape relieves the tension in the spiral.

“President’s Award of Excellence” 
-#20, White Portrait
Delicate strokes, limited high key palette, mystery with 
the absents of facial details and a shocking red EXIT sign 
make up to a beautifully orchestrated painting. Somehow 
the red sign does not distract from the woman in white but 
adds to our inquiry about her and helps hold our interest. 
We notice the figure first and then her surroundings. 
Where is she and where is she going? 

Our 11th Annual Juried Exhibition, which ran recently at Koether Gallery at Crane’s Mill, was judged by all as a 
big success.  Congratulations again to all of the award winners and to everyone who put yourself out there and en-
tered.  I believe that everyone who saw the show will agree that it is one of the strongest exhibits we’ve hung.  And 
to make it even better, we sold two paintings from the show.  Congratulations to Linda Crane and Jerilyn Weber!

- Anita Gladesone
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PSNJ Award of Excellence-
Karen Tighe

Sewing Lessons

“PSNJ Award of Excellence” –
 #46, Pin Cushion, Tape Measure
I have to admit a soft spot for this unusual subject being a 
retired fashion designer. Primarily a red chromatic family 
painting, our eye is lead up and down and up again by the 
thoughtfully placed, swirling accent of a yellow tape measure. 
A few other complimentary accents of color are subdued 
by the red violet shadow which accents the tape measure. 
All of this is composed on top of a very interesting painting 
of a once folded paper with lightly drawn in pattern. There 
are many details in this painting making these ordinary 
household props unusual.

PSNJ Award of Excellence-
Sandra Wolf

Inception

“PSNJ Award of Excellence” -
 #53, Misty Abstract
I can’t help but look for familiar objects in abstracts 
much to many abstract artist’s protest. I do not think 
it is a negative comment on their intent but I will stop 
myself here. This abstract is full of mood and emotion 
with swirling blended clouds of pastel moving vertically 
throughout the painting as the tape measure did in #46 
but these seem to be rising upward. There are also many 
expressive lines dancing around. Some lines appear to 
be architectural shapes, along with the use of choice of 
palette make me think of a misty day in the city. Perhaps 
not the artist’s intention at all but this successful painting 
provoked me.

11th Annual Juried Exhibition
Juror Comments by Susan M. Story, PSA - continued 
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PSA Award
-Judith Leeds

Jackie

“PSA Award” - #27, Little Girl with Bow
A skillfully executed portrait most likely painted from a 
photo. I think the artist used the photo well, undoubtedly 
capturing a good likeness but, more importantly to me, 
they caught the spirit of this child. Beautiful golden 
sunlight and the halo of strong lime green help to express 
the innocents of youth. The delicately drawn in features 
look natural and convincing not merely copied. 

11th Annual Juried Exhibition
Juror Comments by Susan M. Story, PSA - continued 
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Adrian Giuliani
Bella

Bernadette de Cesare
Mardi

“Merit Award” - #12, Red Abstract
This is a painting to enjoy, a celebration of color and expressional 
mark making. A captivating image that you can look at again and 
again and will always find something you did not notice before. I 
am particularly attracted to the right side of the painting where 
shapes and colors are cleverly transitioned into each other-- 
executed with soft and hard edges. Imagination runs wild…Love!

“Merit Award” – #17, Dog /Pool
An unusual dog portrait. Probably painted from a photo but 
this artist used their unique style of fresh loose strokes that 
help to describe the texture or quality of the surfaces. Example; 
the curls of the dog’s fur in contrast with the movement of the 
water in the pool. Other elements that make this dog portrait 
so special is the perspective of the pose, the view from above 
and the dog looking affectionately away from us, perhaps at 
its master. I also find the abstract background interesting. 
We know what is there but the artist has subtly painted four 
different textured and width vertical stripes leading us to the 
star of the “show”.

“Merit Award” - #9, Red Still Life
Red is a very strong color to use in a painting. The best way to 
work with it is to either use it as an accent or use a lot of it. The 
latter makes it less overpowering. It is difficult to employ. Bravo 
to this artist for their successful use of red. The red leads us in 
a triangular pattern to the focal point, a red pot accented with 
a white highlight. This area is where my eye rests because it is 
lighter, has more contrast and is more detailed than the other 
reds such as the flowers. There are a lot of pieces in this still life 
set up. The artist wisely kept some elements simplified to bring 
the attention to other parts of the painting. Take a moment to 
observe the fringe, especially on the right hand side. You feel 
like you can run your fingers through it but, being painted in 
subdued darks it could go unseen. 

Stephanie Cook
Still Life on Driftwood

11th Annual Juried Exhibition: Merit Awards
Juror Comments by Susan M. Story, PSA - continued 
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Paula Pearl
Bamboo Brook

Blake Zoephel
Lilacs and Apricots

“Honorable Mention”- #28, Blue Church
Fearless use of color and use of a high key contrasting background 
makes a bold statement. It is a very simple composition but the viewer 
gets pulled right in. Sparse, deserted, lonely and minimal but it tells 
us the setting, time and a bit of history.  It is a good use of imagination 
and is not limited by reality. Less can be more!

“Honorable Mention”- #33, Frog
This piece is a good example of how a variation of style can 
create interest and can be a tool for keeping the attention on 
the focal point. A carefully rendered frog with much attention 
and patience spent on detail is contrasted with a loose abstract 
indication of water, glistening light and growth. I feel that the 
water may be a bit slimy as the edge of a stream might be and 
where we would most likely find a frog. The well placed warm 
green reflection under the frog helps keep us focused on the 
frog.

“Honorable Mention” - #55, Lilacs
A classic still life subject. What makes this piece so special is the cross 
hatching technique, rich palette of saturated color, and the play of 
warm and cool to create vibration. The artist confidently describes 
the subjects using this layering technique. In spite of this linear 
approach to pastel the artist skillfully added soft edges which help us 
focus on what is important. This painting makes me feel warm and 
comfortable like a good friend. 

11th Annual Juried Exhibition: Honorable Mentions
Juror Comments by Susan M. Story, PSA - continued 

Catherine Love
Normany Sentinel
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Member News: Juried Shows and Awards

Margaret Cohen's show, "Suburban Treasures," is on display at the Rotunda Gallery at Borough Hall 
in Metuchen from October through December, 2016. The Gallery is open during regular office hours.  
The show consists of 16 paintings inspired by scenes in and around Metuchen, including skies.

Michal Barkai’s photograph, Orchid Abstract, received an Honorable Mention in 
the recent WEAA members show at Crane’s Mill.
.

Adrian Giuliani was highly honored to have her piece, Afternoon Tea 
2, juried into the 44th Annual Pastel Society of America Exhibition, 
Enduring Brilliance at the National Arts Club:  9/6-10/1  She was thrilled 
that the piece also sold in the show.  It was purchased by a collector from 
Massachusetts.

Anna Wainright received the Catherine Lorillard Wolfe Award for 
"Cloudy Day" in the 44th Annual Enduring Brilliance PSA exhibition 
at the National Arts Club, NY, NY, which elevated her standing to PSA 
Master Pastelist. 
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http:\\www.apaa.wildapricot.org



PRESIDENT 
Michal Barkai 
mbarkai1@comcast.net
973.994.7449 

1ST VICE-PRESIDENT/ 
MEMBERSHIP 
Carol Clemens 
psnjmembership@icloud.com
973.256.2545 

2ND VICE-PRESIDENT/ 
EXHIBITIONS 
Anita Gladstone, PSNJ
agladstone123@gmail.com 
973.564.6451 

Exhibitions Co-Chair
Stephanie Cook

RECORDING SECRETARY 

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY 
Adrian Giuliani
adrianpastelportraits@gmail.com
908.317.0470

TREASURER 
Dana Abel 
dana.abel@gmail.com 
201.444.8652 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
Margaret Cohen 
mhcohen@optonline.net 
732.549.5568 

PUBLICITY COORDINATOR 
Urmi Battu 
urmibattu@hotmail.com 
973.533.4433 

NEWSLETTER 
Catherine Love,  PSNJ
newsletter@pastelsocietynj.org
732.768.5192

WEBMASTER/ SOCIAL MEDIA
Beth Varkala, PSNJ
bcvarkala@gmail.com
973.726.9701
Assistant Webmaster
Unfilled *

HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE CHAIR 

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
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Munsell Color System

These remind me of the 
Blue Earth Pastels 
- Catherine Love

http://www.blueearthpastels.com/
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•	 Black type must be set at 100% Black.
•	 Page resolution is set at minimum of 

300 dpi. All ads and images must be 
set accordingly. (If resolution is lower, 
images  and ads are more likely to look 
pixelated.)

•	 Preferred file format: “Press Quality” JPG

NEWSLETTER 
Catherine Love,  PSNJ
newsletter@pastelsocietynj.org
732.768.5192

TREASURER 
Dana Abel 
224 Jeffer Street
Ridgewood, NJ  07450
dana.abel@gmail.com 
201.444.8652 

The PSNJ is now accepting paid advertisement for pastel related 
workshops, events, materials and services.   Please see sizes, prices, 
and technical specifications below."  
The monies would be handled by the treasurer in coordination with 
the newsletter editor.   The rates would be $10 for 1/8 page, business 
card or classified; $20 for ¼ page; $35 for ½ page; and $60 for a full 
page. Note: prepaid for the year eligible for 10% discount. 

Your Advertisement Here

DEADLINES FOR SUBMISSIONS
   PSNJ Newsletter:                           Quarterly

Member Submission Deadline: 10th of the month before
Advertisement Deadline:            1st of the month before

Please, submit text & photos electronically to 

Catherine Love, Editor
newsletter@pastelsocietynj.org

Quarterly Newsletter
Publish Dates Early

February
June

September
December


